Next Monday, 18 August our Middle School Literacy Olympics will be conducted. This event has been run for eight years and over that time has provided a range of opportunities for our primary and high school students (Years 6 to 9). In the spirit of friendly competition, the event has provided our students the chance to test their skills in a number of creative and challenging literacy activities. It is important that our school provides these opportunities for our best and brightest middle schoolers; to encourage and inspire achievement at the highest level.

On Wednesday, 6 August students from Surunka High School (pictured below) arrived at Wavell. Many Wavell students have generously volunteered to be hosts for two special social occasions. It is important that Wavell Japanese students value the opportunity to practice and improve their language skills with their buddies. The Wavell bridge volunteers have been this year, and many precious memories and lifelong friendships have been formed. Students from both Surunka and Wavell have had an excellent time. The Surunka students will surely miss their Japanese buddies as they leave. They have inspired and encouraged our students to study a second language and to pursue fluency. We wish them well on their departure and hope that next year more Surunka high students will visit Wavell.

Academic Excellence 2014

Congratulations to those students who received awards at our ceremony on Monday, 4 August.

Year 12: Claudina Abbot, Leah Baker, Candice Chapman, Niki Chan, Sarah Edwards, Ross Foster, Nyah Lindsay, Mckeve, Zoee Murra, Carina Poulsen, Georgia Rossen.

Year 11: Cassandra Alford, Samantha Almoth, Tiara Bess, Brianna Casey, Alyce Clarke, Holly Davis, Emma Godin, Cassandra Greg, Amy Harris, Hannah Harris, Megan McManus, Sharn Morcom, Azligh Murphy, Joshua O’Reain, Giselle Pickering, Selene Woolhouse.


Year 8: Ariana Cutler, Alexandra Crab, James De Zouit, Aaliya Doz, Imogen Foster Bauer, Madigan Graham, Brianna Kitchener-Jones, Deni, Javi, Kay Movers, Meg Milton, Jason Morcom, Olivia Pickering, Clare Pradis, Sarah-Jane Smith, Caitlin Swan, Nadia Tech, Natashia, Ralph Marston.

GOA Billboard Competition

In May, 35 of our Year 10 and 11 Visual Art students attended a photography workshop with local artist, Henri van Noordenburg, as part of this year’s GOA Billboard Competition. Twenty five students entered the competition and images in response to the theme “ANZACs”. On Monday, 4 August, three of our Year 10 students, Alannah Betty, Talia Harris and Tom Menke were announced as Finalists in the School category. Their works will feature on GOA’s electronic billboards in an exhibition at the Judith Wright Centre as part of the Brisbane Festival.

P & C Meeting - Tuesday 26 August, 2014

We wish our students well with their entries.

P & C Meeting - Tuesday 26 August, 2014

The Brisbane Broncos recently presented the Broncos Challenge Langer Trophy to our 1st Rugby League captain, Riley Leota (pictured with Allan Langer). This trophy is presented to the team that wins the greatest number of games throughout the year.